
Suggested Gear
For the Skills Day, we suggest at least the 
following gear:
1. D.O.T. Approved Helmet
2. Over the ankle footwear
3. Full-fingered gloves
4. Long-sleeve shirt
5. Eye protection

All exercises and pointers originate from Jerry 
“Motorman” Palladinoʼs “Ride Like a Pro” DVD 
Series (highly recommended).

All exercises use three main techniques:
1. Proper use of head and eyes
2. Proper use of the “friction zone”
3. Proper use of the rear controlling brake
     
     Head and eyes refers to turning your head 
AND your eyes and looking in the direction you 
want the motorcycle to go. The further you turn 
your head and eyes, the tighter the turn you can 
make.
     The “friction zone” is the area of clutch travel 
between completely closed (or pulled to the grip) 
and completely open (released). You should 
remain in the “sweet spot” for most events.
     Rear controlling brake...Use slight rear brake 
pressure to steady your bike. NOTE: VERY 
IMPORTANT...use only the rear brake during 
exercises 1-7. A turning motorcycle and 
application of the front brake do not play well 
together. You will drop the bike. 
     The idea here is to keep your throttle at a 
constant RPM (about 2500), with slight pressure 
on rear brake, and control your speed with the 
clutchʼs friction zone. This technique gives much 
more control. Another school of thought uses 
only throttle and rear brake to control speed, but 
the previous way is what “Motorman” teaches.
     WARNING: Clutches can be wet or dry 
clutches. It is recommended that you only 
practice in this friction zone for 5-10 minutes. 
Then, let your bike rest, or cool down, for about 
10 minutes. This is more important for dry 
clutches than wet. 

The Exercises
These are intended to be progressed through in 
order. Master one before moving to the next. 
Numbers 5-7 are very difficult without mastery of #1.

1. Slow Race
60ʼ - as slow as you can go with feet on the pegs. 
Our only timed event today, the longest time will win 
a Gas Card! You must master the friction zone. 
Concentrate on a steady RPM and steady rear 
brake pressure and let your clutch control your 
speed. It can help some to lean forward over the gas 
tank. Approach the 1st gate and come to a complete 
stop. Time begins when your foot leaves the ground 
and stops when your front tire reaches the 2nd gate, 
you put a foot down, or you leave the lane.
2. Slow Circle
This is an extension of #1 in that it uses the exact 
same techniques, but in a circle rather than straight 
line. Go as slow as you can. This will challenge your 
balance much more than #1. Be sure to try turning 
both directions.
3. Slow Cone Weave
This is a very fun exercise because the more you do 
it, the faster you can get. Eventually, you should be 
striving toward full-lock steering in one direction with 
a quick shift to full-lock steering in the opposite 
direction. The more you get used to the lean 
necessary at higher speeds, the better off youʼll be 
for the next few exercises.
4. Offset Cone Weave
One of the faster exercises, you should be between 
5 and 10MPH. This will likely be the first exercise 
where youʼll scrape some hard parts too. Donʼt 
worry, your bike is designed for this! Start at the 
gate, turn hard left, almost 45° away from the next 
gate. Turn head and eyes sharply toward the tennis 
ball at the outside of the gate, placing your front tire 
as close as you can to it. As soon as you can, turn 
your head and eyes to the next gate. Follow through 
the turn to about a 45° angle away from the third 
gate and begin your turn back to the left, again 
aiming your front tire toward the gateʼs outside 
tennis ball. A common mistake here is trying to cut 
as close to the gateʼs inside cone as possible...this 
significantly decreases available area for turning. 

5. U-turn
The most useful exercise today for everyday 
riding...the 24ʼ U-turn. This is the size of your 
average 2 lane, so mastering this technique will 
help you in a multitude of circumstances. Begin 
your approach about two or three feet from the 
edge of the lane, dip toward the edge, then begin 
your U-turn. As soon as you begin your lean in the 
U-turn, turn your head and eyes all the way 
around to your exit. Be sure to try this one in both 
directions as well!
6. Fast Circle
Different than the slow circle, the fast circle is 
designed to get you comfortable with your bikeʼs 
amazing ability to lean! This 24ʼ circle is the same 
as the U-turn width. Use the dip mentioned in the 
U-turn explanation. Try going around 3 or 4 times 
before exiting. Again, try going both directions.
7. Figure 8
Another really fun exercise, this challenges a full 
lean in one direction transitioning to a full lean in 
the opposite direction. Enter the bottom circle 
using the dip, go around twice, then split the two 
cones standing the bike straight up, and transition 
to the upper circle going the opposite direction for 
2 revolutions. Try starting the bottom circle in both 
directions.
8. Straight Line Braking
Leave the 1st gate and accelerate to about 20 
MPH (exact speed is not necessary), when you 
enter the 2nd gate, you have 30ʼ to stop before the 
last set of cones. Use both brakes. Try decreasing 
the length of your stop on several attempts. If you 
lock up, release immediately and drive through the 
last cones.
9. Brake and Escape
Leave the first gate and accelerate to about 20 
MPH switching to 2nd gear before entering the 
2nd gate. At the 2nd gate, begin braking, shift 
down to 1st, and turn either left or right around the 
third set of cones. This simulates a real life 
instance of an obstacle in the road. 

SAFETY: Be sure to obey the two-way traffic flow
RIGHT-OF-WAY belongs to those performing the 
exercises.


